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MAY 2017 NEWSLETTER
This month: ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
. 1900hr, Thursday 18th May 2017.
Venue: PHILACHINA, 9F, 50 Gloucester Road, Hong Kong Tel: 25300100
Dinner ticket at @HK$150
For the first time in our recent history, there are 14 candidates to compete for 11 positions in the Executive
Committee, to be decided during the upcoming AGM. This is a welcomed change. New blood brings in new ideas,
fused with experiences from the old hands, taking the Society forward. The voting will be undertaken by casting of
ballets, rather than show of hand as in the past. Your Society is changing for the better, and we encourage you to
vote to participate in deciding the future of your Society!
We have received good responses for the 2017 Readership Survey. The following are top-line findings:
• 79% of the respondents advocate same level of reporting or more auction news.
• 79% of respondents advocated some Chinese contents (30%+) in the Newsletter.
• 75% of respondents advocated some Chinese contents (30%+) in the Journal.
• 58% of respondents prefer the Journal to continue as HKPS Journal.
• Nearly two-thirds of respondents prefer to continue receiving the Newsletter in paper format.
• Society News in the Journal, the opinion is divided: 42% of respondents favor the same level of reporting,
another 25% wanted more, and 33% want less Society News in the Journal.
We shall also consider the following motion in the AGM: in view that the Society is recognized body representing
Hong Kong philatelists, it is proposed that English and Chinese be treated with equal status in Society businesses.
The Readership Survey is a good indicator that we should move with time, bilingualism would reflect the changing
demography of our members, and spread the philatelic knowledge to a wider audience.

Call for donation to the Charity auction in the AGM

SIN Siu Kum

I was honoured to be elected Committee Member for the Hong Kong Philatelic Society 2016/2017 term and happy
to serve as Auction Secretary for the year. Last month marked the end of auction activity for the season, I would
like to take this opportunity to thank all the vendors for providing the lots and the buyers for their support.
Please be reminded that the AGM scheduled for 18th May 2017 will have a charity
auction, proceeds to be allocated in full to a charitable organization. Your donation
would be greatly appreciated, please bring the items to the venue on the day or send
to the PO Box ahead of time. Thank you in advance for your help.
HKPS 2017/05
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ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING – PROXY FORM
In the past days we have received enquiries from some members including one of the candidates about the proxy
form sent to all members earlier. Since this is something new we believe such queries are understandable, and we
endeavor to offer some explanation here. First a translation for those not familiar with legal-speak:

2017

5

18
Hammersley

…………………….
(

11

)

For those of you who plan to attend the Annual General Meeting, since the voting is by poll, your vote will look
similar. Many of the following points were already explained in the letter:
1.
Voting and counting of votes will be conducted during the Annual General Meeting. When you vote in
person, your vote will be anonymous. However proxy votes need to carry verifiable signature.
2.
Members may give proxy to the President or any member of the Society who will attend the meeting by
completing the proxy form. Non-members are not eligible as proxy.
3.
The completed proxy form should be sent to the Honorary Secretary, the Hong Kong Philatelic Society,
GPO Box 446, Hong Kong, and must be received by the Honorary Secretary 48 hours before the meeting.
4.
As the new committee shall consist of eleven members. You may vote for any number up to, but not
more than eleven candidates. Otherwise your proxy form will become invalid.
So voting is made simple and easy for you. Or better still, come in person and vote during the AGM! Remember:
your vote counts!

14
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The HKPS Spirit

Anna Lee, Vice President

Since its inception in 1921 by a handful of British nationals, the Society has strived to promote stamp collecting in
the British Crown Colony of Hong Kong for almost a century. After the handover of Hong Kong to its Motherland in
1997, it continued and flourished in all aspects of philately. Hong Kong has shown the world that this tiny island
region has numerous philatelists reaching accolades both regionally and internationally. The Society has organised
five Asian Philatelic Exhibitions since then and the recent 2015 31st FIAP has proven to be the most successful
exhibition held in Hong Kong after the handover with over 120 frames of exhibit from Hong Kong collectors, marking
this exhibition the most participated event in recent decades and hailing five Gold (including two Large Gold)
medals.
This year being the 20th Anniversary of the Handover, Hong Kong has again proven to be one of the leaders in the
region for high level exhibits. For the current year since May 2016 the Society has achieved a total of nineteen (19)
Gold medals (including 4 Large Gold medals) in FIAP and FIP exhibitions, best ever results thus far, and an
astonishing leap from seven in 2015, not to mention the numerous Large Vermeil and Vermeil medals additionally.
This cannot be done without the support of fellow members, let us continue with the enthusiasm for the hobby. We
need to contribute and help out as much as possible.
The current Executive Committee with the tremendous nameless help from various members has not only continued
the tradition of up keeping Society matters in order, furthermore has excelled and ensured that all matters are run in
a most effective and efficient manner.
For the past year we have seen a steady growth in member participation in the monthly meetings and all of you
deserve a big round of applause for the support.
Keep the spirit high and up, let us all work toward a bright future for the Society.
As HKPS is fast approaching its centenary, we are looking forward to the big day. We need to unite and strengthen
as always for philately, our one and only common goal. We hope to be able to organize the first ever International
Stamp Exhibition here in our beautiful city before 2021. All of your help and well wishes are needed to make this
happen.
Start building up your exhibit and make sure the king of all hobbies does not dwindle.

HKPS 2017/05
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USA 150th Anniversary Commemorative Issue
Takeshi Omura
Name of stamp
Chinese:
English: 150th Anniversary of the Founding of U. S. A.
Commemorative issue.
Date of issue
4th July, 1939
Printer
:
American Banknote Co., N.Y.

Termination

Set of 4 stamps; 5c, 25c, 50c, $1
31st March, 1940

Wrong stamp title
The name is a straight adaptation of the title printed horizontally on top of the stamp. The stamp was issued in the
year 1939 and counting backward 150 years, it would be 1789. This was the year when the United States of
America announced its Constitution and not the founding of the nation.
The U. S. A. was found in 1776 when the Declaration of Independence was signed.
The title of this stamp in Chinese was wrong from the very beginning. Based on the fact that 1789 was the year in
reference, the proper name in English should be “the 150th Anniversary of the Constitution of the U.S.A
commemorative issue” and in Chinese:
.
Wrong first printing
The map of China during this time was commonly recognized as
resembling a Begonia leave (
). In the first printing, it was found
that the map of China did not include the island of Hainan within its
territory (the darker island at the bottom of the Begonia leave). It was not
clear whether this error was found at the SPECIMEN stage or during the
full first printing. However, so far up to date, only SPECIMEN samples
were found which reflected this grave omission. In the SPECIMEN
samples which specifically reflected this omission, the word
“SPECIMEN” was overprinted on the Begonia leave map below the name
of the nation “Republic of China” (
). For sake of discussion,
this SPECIMEN type is hereby referred to as “Lower SPECIMEN”.
This wrong version was later rectified by second printing which this time,
for the approval of printing for the second time, the word “SPECIMEN”
was printed above the name of the nation “Republic of China” (Upper
SPECIMEN).
Observation
1. According to narration by Mr. Kuo An Ho (
), the US-China
bilateral relationship had always been very friendly in those days and
both countries agreed to issue a commemorative set of four stamps to
celebrate in 1939.
2. The extremely important difference between the year 1776 and 1789
were overlooked.
150 years before 1939 represents nothing else but the year in force of the U. S. Constitution and not the
founding of the U. S. A.
3. The fact that this commemorative issue was printed in New York by the American Banknote Company; this
arrangement can be a mimic of the gift of Statue of Liberty by the people of France to the U.S. in 1886.
Although evidence is lacking, this commemorative issue can similarly as well be a gift from the people of
America to the Republic of China and thus printed in New York.
4. 4th July, 1939 was almost exactly two full years from the Marco Polo Bridge incidence (7th July, 1937,
), and by logical inference the Chinese Bureau of Engraving and Printing in Peking (
)
would not be in a position to print this commemorative issue.
HKPS 2017/05
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5. There is a strong correlation between Lower SPECIMEN and Hainan island omission, and similarly between
Upper SPECIMEN and Hainan island inclusion.
6. For cross examination, up to date, no
Lower SPECIMEN was found with
Hainan inclusion, and vice versa, Upper
SPECIMEN with Hainan omission were
discovered in the market.
7. Besides the “Lower SPECIMEN” which
highly correlates with Hainan omission,
no stamps, mint or used, or covers have
been found in the market with the
Hainan island omission.
8. Summarizing all of the above observations, then it is most probable the first mistaken print as referred to by
both Mr. Siu Hon Chan and Mr. Kuo An Ho was actually the Lower Specimen and not a full lot of finished
printed stamps and destroyed afterward in Hong Kong.
Reference
(A)
(B)

1995

1995 Chinese Postage Stamps Catalogue (1878~1949) by Kuo An Ho, Taipei, 1994
Color-illustrated Stamp Catalogue of China (1878~1949) by Shiu-Hon Chan, HK, 1991

THE YIN AND YANG OF THE SMALL DRAGONS
HU San
The Small Dragon issue of China, first released in 1885, was the
first issue of China printed with regular watermarked paper. The
watermarks were so positioned that each stamp would bear its Tai
Chi watermark well centered. The paper was ordered from
England, and was of even quality that could be printed on either side. With workers placing the sheets in upright,
inverted, or reversed or reversely inverted positions for printing, it could led to watermarks appearing in upright,
inverted, reversed or reversely inverted positions.
These 2 papers were presented during our April
monthly meeting attended by 20 members.

But then, what is the correct upright position? It appears
that few took notice of this question, and each catalog or
research paper came up with its own version of the
positioning. For example, the following is described in The
Small Dragon by Michael M Y Ho, 2016:
I have consulted a Taoist priest and his answer taken from scripture was
‘the left is yin, the right is
yang, and yang is upright’, in other words, the right positioning viewing from the front should be:
The different watermark positioning appeared in more or
less the same frequency, both on regular and overprinted
stamps, therefore there is little difference in their relative
scarcity, but it could be quite a task to complete the sets
with all different watermark positions – a task that took me
decades to complete, and brought me immense joy during
the process.
HKPS 2017/05
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SAN FRANCISCO TRANSIT INTERRUPTED

Seven years ago I bought through a Hong Kong auction an 1885 cover from Exeter, New Hampshire, USA to
Foochow, China. Interestingly it took the East Coast route via New York, London, Brindisi, Singapore and Hong
Kong to reach Foochow via the British packet. I was puzzled by the fact that the fastest trans-Pacific route had
already put into service in 1867. Why bother taking the longer and more time-consuming trans-Atlantic route? I
could not offer an answer to incorporate into my exhibit, hence the cover was put aside.
Then this spring in the Henrich Kohler
auction of Early East-West mails I came
across another 1885 cover to the same
addressee in Foochow, sent merely 4 days
earlier also from Exeter, paying the same
postage of 5 cents (lot # 8117). The sender
specified “via San Francisco”, but a cachet
was applied just below, “San Francisco
Transit Interrupted” and at the back of the
cover there were transit date stamps of New
York, London, French Paquebot, Hong Kong
and Foochow. Obviously it had also taken
the trans-Atlantic route, then took the French
packet via Suez, and eventually arrived 7
days earlier than my first cover.
Indeed then, the San Francisco transit was
interrupted and had to be re-routed. One took
the English packet, and the other French
packet. What circumstances caused such
interruption? On further research one could
find that during 1881-1886 San Francisco
was hit by a series of earthquakes, the
March-April 1885 quake being the most
serious, causing major damages in
infrastructure and mails had to be re-routed.
Armed with this answer, I could put both
covers into my exhibit collection of
US-China Mails!

Brindisi

HKPS 2017/05
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Saghalien

SUPPORT OUR HOBBY!
BUY HONG KONG STAMPS!

100 Years of Numbered Typhoon
Signals
Issue Date:13.6.2017

Design: YAN Kallen

Numbered typhoon signals used for indicating the direction and wind strength of tropical cyclones were introduced
in Hong Kong in 1917. Following revisions over the decades, the system that is still in use today was adopted in
1973. Commemorating the 100th anniversary of the introduction of numbered typhoon signals in Hong Kong, a set
of five stamps and a stamp sheetlet will be issued. Each stamp features a typhoon signal printed with Braille ink and
the sheetlet narrates the evolution of the system over the past century.
HKPS 2017/05
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OHMS MAIL NEEDED TO PAY REGISTRATION FEE IN QV ERA?
by Charles Chan FRPSL
Introduction of letter registration service in HK
Per P.O. Notice gazetted 11-Apr-1857 (see Fig.1), it was
the first time that GPO HK introduced letter registry (or
registration) to UK and certain British colony / foreign
country through UK (where such countries with postal
conventions and registration arrangement with UK).
Registered letters needed to be postage prepaid in
advance together with registration fee. The Registration
Fee was 6d to UK, Gibraltar, Malta, and varied by
reference to different places / countries. Usually, the
total Registration Fee would be the UK portion 6d plus
the relevant portion of other countries. For example,
registered fee for letter to US was 1s in total, consisting
of 6d for UK + 6d for USA (see P.O. Notice of
24-Jul-1861). Only prepaid letter could be registered.
And on 23- Feb-1866, Registration Fee
reduced from 6d to 4d; and later reduced to 5c or 10c
(Asia or else).

Fig. 1

HK Government registered mail
Although it was seldom for government to send registered mail and surviving examples are scarce, it would be an
interesting question that whether or not GPO HK would levied Registration Fee on mail sending by other
government departments under OMHS cover in QV era?
To answer the question properly, it seems necessary to sub-divide the time to 3 periods:(a) before 1-May-1860 HK Government took over postal administration
(b) post-May 1860 and before joining UPU
(c) after HK joined UPU on 1-Apr-1877
For (a), the answer would be yes. HK government took over the postal administration from London on
10-May-1860. Before then, GPO HK was just an extension or branch of GPO London. All postal affairs, revenue
and expense would be accounted for UK, instead of revenue of HK. Inauguration of letter registry service in HK at
6d fee (or else to foreign places) in 1857, the total Registration Fee would belong to UK (6d) and other portion
belonged to foreign PO. It would have no reasoning to waive Registration Fee. Nevertheless, it seems that there is
no survived example of early days to prove this.
For (b), the answer would also be yes. By reference to the concessions given by GPO London for transfer postal
administration to the Colonial Government of HK, UK agreed to give five categories of fees for HK local revenue,
namely, (i) 1d for each letter to/from UK; (ii) 1d for each foreign letter to/from HK through UK; (iii) 1d for each
letter to/from India by packet ship (all above 1d was customarily termed as “Colonial Inland Rate HK”); (iv) all
postage of ship letters to/from Treaty Ports; and (v) revenue of Late Fee. Plainly and clearly, Registration Fee was
not a concession and thus to be accounted for the benefit of UK. Similar logic as (a) that it would be no reasonable
ground for UK and foreign countries to waive their Registration Fee for reason of HK government mail. Anyhow,
early examples of government registered letter of this period is not available to provide a proof.
For (c), the answer would be highly probable no need. The above (a) and (b) are based on the analysis of who was
the beneficial owner of Registration Fee income in order to assert whether or not government OHMS mail would
need to pay Registration Fee. As such Registration Fee income was not of HK Government revenue, it would be
logical to deduct that government mail was required to pay such Fee. However, for UPU period, it would be better
to re-visit the GPU (later re-named UPU) agreement and regulations which would give outlines of arrangement of
mail registration service and the accounting treatment of Registration Fees. The below pictures were extracted
from gazetted HK Government Notification No. 171/1876 in respect of the Treaty of GPU (later re-named UPU)
and its Detailed Regulations of 9-Oct-1874 (see Fig. 2 & 3 for extracts):-

HKPS 2017/05
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Fig. 2
In respect of registration of mail and its accounting, Articles V and IX governed that affairs.

Fig. 3
By virtue of Article IX, the sending place PO would keep the whole sum of Registration Fee (as per
Article V) and no necessity to account for with other Postal Union countries. That meant, HK as a
member of Union, GPO HK would keep all such Registration Fee as part of local government
revenue and no need to account for with other UPU member countries.
This came to an interesting questions. If GPO, being a government department, insisted other
government departments to pay registration fee upon mailing of government official registered
letter, it seemed to be a person paying left pocket to his right pocket. Thus, it would not be
unreasonable to assert that government official registered mail would be no need to pay
Registration Fee or franking respective stamp for registration.
As it was the then government internal arrangement and inter-department accounting procedures, it
would be hard to have direct documentary proof (as those government internal documents were not
available to the general public). The practice could only be deducted from examples of covers.
Fig. 4 is a good example to support the hypothesis of “government mail no need to pay Registration
Fee”. OHMS cover 7-Jan-1891 franked 2c fiscal HK to Macao, struck with registration marking ®
in black but no franking of 5c stamp for registration fee. 2c was the then local letter rate per ½ oz.
HK to Macao. Although the Second P.O. Leadflet of 1-March-1892 mentioned that 2c postal fiscal
was authorized for postal use due to shortage of 2c carmine stamp during the last week of
Dec-1890, it would be probable the use period extended to early Jan-1891 as the next packet ship
P&O Colombo carrying next consignment of 2c stamps arrived HK 7-Jan-1891 (for details, see
“Discussion to authorized use period of 2c lilac fiscal stamp duty in 1890”, HKPS Newsletter
Sept-2016, pp.4~5).

HKPS 2017/05
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1891-Jan-7 OHMS registered cover HK to Macao
paying Local letter rate 2c per half oz., struck with registration marking ® in black.
Fig. 4
Fig. 5 is another good example to support the assertion of “government mail no need to pay Registration Fee”.
OHMS cover 1893-May-10 HK to Java franked 5c blue paying half oz. letter rate, struck with registration marking
® in black but no franking of 5c stamp for registration fee. Interestingly that another HK cds struck at top left
corner and adjacent marked “8c” (error for 5c ?). This indicated that there would be an internal record kept by GPO
for mailing of registered items by other government departments instead of franking with stamp for Registration
Fee.

1893-May-10 OHMS registered cover HK to Java
paying letter rate 5c per half oz., struck with registration marking ® in black.
Marked “8c” (but registration fee should be 5c, erred for 8c ?) along another HK cds indicated that
internal government record was kept by GPO for other gov’t departments mailing registry letters, no need
for government to pay left pocket to right pocket and no need franking with postal stamp for registration purpose.
Fig. 5
HKPS 2017/05
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However, Fig. 6 is probably a contrary evidence. It is an example against the above assertion of “government mail
no need to pay Registration Fee”, unless it was a double-rated letter charged 20c. OHMS cover 1898-Jul-19 HK to
USA franked pair 10c red, paying UPU letter rate 10c per half oz. and 10c registration fee, struck with registration
marking ® in black.
And if it was a double-rated letter paying 20c, then the above assertion statement would stand. Anyhow, by
viewing to the appearance of this cover, it would be likely a single-rate ½ oz. letter instead of double-rated 1 oz.
letter.

1898-Jul-19 OHMS cover HK to USA franked pair 10c red paying letter rate 10c
per half oz. and 10c registration fee, struck with registration marking ® in black.
(source : John Bull Auction Oct-2008, Lot No.850)
Fig. 6
The assertion statement “government mail no need to pay Registration Fee” is hard to establish. Lack of supporting
government internal documents and GPO practice notes for the subject make the studying to be a mission
impossible. Moreover, the government internal procedures and practice would change from time to time and no
need to be published to the general public, the time frame of “need” and “no need” to pay Registration Fee for
government mail would be a mystery, particularly during the old days in the QV era.
Anyhow, from the examples as shown above Figures 4, 5 and 6, it would be reasonable to deduct that government
OHMS registered mail needed to pay Registration Fee by franking of stamp in late-1890’s. And for some time
from early 1891 to mid-1893, OHMS mail being registered was no need to pay Registration Fee.
As government OHMS registered covers are scarce, it is welcome to all members and collectors to provide
information of more examples in order to extend the time frame of the either side (“need” and “no need”) for
franking of stamp for paying Registration Fees. And examples of the periods (a) for pre-May 1860 and (b) for
post-May 1860 but pre-UPU would be much helpful to confirm the “yes” answer, viz., HK Government mail did
not enjoy any privileges or rights of waiver of Registration Fees in sending registered mail for reason that the
Registration Fees income did not belong to the local Colonial Government of HK nor part of its revenue.

UPCOMING INTERNATIONAL PHILATELIC EXHIBITIONS
Finlandia
Bandung FIP
Brasilia FIP
Praga FIP
Macau FIAP
Malaysia FIP
Singapore FIAP

24th – 28th May 2017
3rd – 7th August 2017
24th – 29th October 2017
15th – 18th August 2018
21st-24th September 2018
10th-16th December 2018
2019

Tampere, Finland; with FIP Recognition
Commissioner: Danial Szeto. Application closed.
Commissioner: Anna Lee. Application closed.
Commissioner: Danial Szeto. Application open.
Commissioner: to be announced. Application open.
Commissioner: to be announced. Application open.

Please note that will be a national-level stamp exhibition for limited number of classes in China to be held in
October 2017 in Mianyang (
), and a full-fledged national stamp exhibition in Changzhou (
) in
2018, followed by FIP exhibition in China in 2019.
HKPS 2017/05
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HKPS 2017 READERSHIP SURVEY RESULTS

2017

The readership survey questionnaire was posted in the March edition of the Newsletter. Twenty-four responses
were received which is similar to the number of votes a candidate gets in the AGM. The responses will be available
for inspection during the forthcoming AGM. Analysis as following:
Q1: should the Newsletter carry highlights of important philatelic items being auctioned in Hong Kong
(a) more auction news;
(b) same level of reporting as now;
(c) less auction news;
(d) no auction news?

7 (29.2%)
12 (50.0%)
4 (16.7%)
1 (4.2%)

Observation: half of the respondents advocate same level of reporting, another 29% want more auction
news; 21% want less auction news.
Q2: What percentage of Chinese contents in the Newsletter is suitable?
(a) 0%
(b) 30%;
(c) 50%
(d) 70%.

4 (20.8%)
6 (25.0%)
9 (37.5%)
4 (16.7%)

Observation: 79% of respondents advocated some Chinese contents (30%+) in the Newsletter.
Q3: What percentage of Chinese contents in the Journal is suitable?
(a) 0%
(b) 30%;
(c) 50%
(d) 70%

;
;

6 (25.0%)
5 (20.8%)
9 (37.5%)
4 (16.7%)

Observation: 75% of respondents advocated some Chinese contents (30%+) in the Journal.
Q4: Society News are reported monthly in the Newsletter, and traditionally appear again in the Journal as a matter
of record. Should we carried more; same; less; or no Society News in forthcoming Journal?
(a) more;
(b) same;
(c) less;
(d) no.

6 (25.0%)
10 (41.7%)
5 (20.8%)
3 (12.5%)

Observation: the opinion is divided: 42% of respondents favor the same level of Society News in the Journal,
another 25% wanted more, and 33% want less Society News in the Journal.
Q5: We have used double name for the Journal: The Hong Kong Philatelist, as well as the Journal of Hong Kong
Philatelic Society. What do you think?
(a) Yes, I like the name;
(b) No, I prefer to continue as the Journal.
(c) I am happy with either/both + blank=1.

4 (16.7%)
14 (58.3%)
6 (25.0%)

Observation: 58% of respondents prefer to continue as the HKPS Journal.
HKPS 2017/05
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Q6: Would you be interested to join this Editorial Board?
(a) Yes,
(b) No,
(c) it depends + blank =3.

4 (16.7%)
9 (37.5%)
11 (45.8%)

Observation: 4 of respondents indicated interest to join the Editorial Board.
Q7: Would you prefer to receive your Newsletter via e-mail/website?
(a) yes;
(b) no, I prefer the paper format.
(-) either way is fine + blank =2.

/

6 (25.0%)
15 (62.5%)
3 (12.5%)

Observation: 63% of respondents prefer to continue receiving the Newsletter in paper format.
Fewer than 50% of the respondents gave their views on the open-ended questions, highlighted as following:

Q8: Which article you like most in the Journal 2017 and why?
Like all; article on Rannie’s Mill; and article on International Remittance Letter through Hong Kong.
General comment: as long as the subject matter is new.
Comments from 2 overseas members: have not received the Journal yet.

Q9: What types of contents you would like to see more in the Newsletter?
Hong Kong; HK philatelic products; HK-China mails; HK-Macao stamps after reunited with China;
philatelic articles, easy to read materials; postal history; monthly auction and price; news on international
exhibitions;

Q10: What types of contents you would like to see less in the Newsletter?
Early materials; foreign stuff other than HK and China; international exhibitions; exhibition results; okay
as it is
Q11: What types of contents you would like to see more in the Journal?
HK stamp articles; HK postal history; more academic stuff; more of different articles; popular collecting
areas; Chinese exhibits; more advertisements for revenue

Q12: What types of contents you would like to see less in the Journal?
Foreign materials; articles on China; Society News Chinese.
Q13: HKPS website: any comments/suggestions?
Not good; not user friendly; terrible – same as before; room for improvements; update on time; add Chinese;
add past Newsletters to website; more study articles; cannot replace paper Newsletter.

Q14: HKPS social media: any comments/suggestions?
Not updated regularly, waste of resources; should publicize philately through schools, library, etc; not need;
not used; room for improvements

HKPS 2017/05
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handover

USB

——

2021

100

EDITOR’S RUMBLING

Danny Wong FRPSL

When the editor was asked to take over the editorship of the Newsletter and Journal, the handover was merely a
template of the Newsletter in a USB, that’s it, not even contact information of contributors, or archive to consult.
Nevertheless, Newsletters were published on time, and the current Journal has won wide academic acclaim.
Members who are not proficient with English were encouraged to share their research in Chinese, thus broadening
our prospective in scholarly pursue. We published our current membership list to improve transparency amongst our
members. We have taken a Readership Survey with a view to fine-tune our publications to your needs rather than
feeding with whatever comes by. In the past year, I also shared the joy of noticeable improvement in the awards
attained by Hong Kong exhibitors.
Looking forward, there is a need to catch up in academic studies and to disseminate the philatelic knowledge of
Hong Kong to a new generation of collectors. 2021 marks the centennial of our Society and thus centennial of
organized philately in Hong Kong, probably now is a good time to reach out to other societies in Hong Kong, to start
organizing our first FIP exhibition, and to organize researches and publications on the stamps and postal history of
Hong Kong.
Let’s embrace CHANGE – for the better!

Mauritania Specimen Archive
Macau Fan
The Mauritania specimen archive is said to
be the most important receiving authority
specimen collection surfaced in the past
thirty years. The part of the collection
offered in the market recently contains
specimen stamps, usually in triplicate,
distributed by the UPU to Mauritania from
October 1939 to June 1942. Among them
are the two Macau surcharge sets on
Padroes stamps issued during that period.
These are emergency issues overprinted
locally due to short supply of low value
stamps
from
Portugal because of
transportation difficulties during wartime.
As usual, these stamps were stuck to ledger
pages with a magenta hand stamp.
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applied by the Mauritania authority. The other Macau stamp found in the
collection is the New York Exposition overprint of 1939, but the 3 on 6 avos
surcharge issued on 1 October, 1941 apparently is not part of the collection, or
might have been sold before the other specimens were offered to the public.
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